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General debate

1. The PRESIDr.m (interpretation/rom Spanish): On
behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to
welcome to the United Nations Mr. Ronald Reagan, Pres
ident of the United States of America, and to invite him
to address the Assembly.
2. Mr. REAGAN (United States ~f America): Thank
you for granting me the honour of speaking today, on
this first day of the general debate at the thirty-eighth
session of the General Assembly. Once again I come
before this body preoccupied with peace. Last year I
stood in this chamber to address the special session on
disarmament. I have come today to renew my nation's
commitment to peace. I have come to discuss how we can
keep faith with the dreams that created this Organization.
3. The United Nations was founded in the aftermath
of the Second World War to protect future generations
from the scourge of war, to promote political self
determination and global prosperity, and to strengthen
the bonds of civility among nations. The founders sought
to replace a world at war with a world of civilized order.
They hoped that a world of relentless conflict would
give way to a new era, one where freedom from violence
prevailed.
4. Whatever challenges the world was bound to face,
the founders intended this body to stand for certain
values, even if they could not be enforced, and to con
demn violence, even if it could not be stopped. This body
was to speak with the voice of moral authority. That was
to be its greatest power.
5. But the awful truth is that the use of violence for
political gain has become more, not less, widespread in
the last decade. Events of recent weeks have presented
new, unwelcome evidence of brutal disregard for life and
truth. They have offered unwanted testimony on how
divided and dangelOus our world is, how quick the
recourse to violence.
6. What has happened to the dreams of the founders
of the United Nations?
7. What has happened to the spirit which created the
United Nations?
8. The answer is clear: Governments got in the way of
the dreams of the people. Dreams became issues of East
versus West. Hopes became political rhetoric. Progress
became a search for power and domination. Somewhere
the truth was lost that people do not make war, gO"/ern
ments do.
9. And today, in Asia, Africa, Latin America, the Mid
dle East and the North Pacific, the weapons of war shat
ter the security of the peoples who live there, endanger
the peace of neighbours, and create ever more arenas of

confrontation between the great Powers. During the past
year alone, violent conflicts have occurred in the hills
around Beirut, the deserts of Chad and the Western
Sahara, in the mountains of El Salvador, the streets of
Suriname, the cities and countryside of Afghanistan, th~
borders of Kampuchea, and the battlefields of Iran and
Iraq.
to. We cannot count on the instinct for survival to
protect us against war. Despite all the wasted lives and
hopes that war produces, it has remained a regular, if
horribly costly, means by which nations have sought to
settle their disputes or advance their goals.
11. And the progress in we."'pons technology has f~r out~

stripped the progress toward peace. In modern times, a
new, more terrifying element has entered into the calcu
lations-nuclear weapons. A nuclear war cannot be won
and it must never be fought. I believe that ifgovernments
are determined to deter and prevent war, there will not
be war. Nothing is more in keeping with the spirit of the
Charter of the United Nations than arms control.
12. \Vhen I spoke before the twelfth special session,
devoted to disarmament [16th meeting), I affIrmed the
United States Government's commitment, and my per
sonal commitment, to reduce nuclear arms, and to nego
tiate in good faith toward that end.
13. Today, I reaffirm those commitments. The United
States has already reduced the number of its nuclear
weapons worldwide and, while replacement of older
weapons is unavoidable, we wish to negotiate arms reduc
tionJ, and to achieve significant, equitable, verifiable
arms control agreements. And let me add, we must ensure
that world security is not undermined by the further
spread of nuclear weapons. Nuclear non-proliferation
must not be the forgotten element of the world's arms
control agenda.
14. At the tiz -f my last visit here, I expressed hope
that a whole class of weapons systems-the longer-range
intermediate nuclear forces-could be banned from the
face of the earth. I believe that to relieve the deep con
cern of peoples in both Europe and Asia, the time was
right, for the first time in history, to J"p.s:.,lve a security
threat exclusively through arms control. I still believe the
elimination of these weapons-the zero option-is the
best, fairest, most practical solution to the problem.
Unfortunately, the Soviet Union declined to accept the
total elimination of this class of weapons.
15. When I was here last, I hoped that the critical Strate
gic Arms Reduction Talks [STAR1] wouldfocus~ and
urgently so, on those systems that caL:! the greatest risk
of nuclear war-the fast-flying, acc!lfate, intercontinental
ballistic missiles which pose a fIrst strike potential. I also
hoped the negotiations could reduce by one half the
number of strategic missiles on each side and reduce their
warheads b; one third. Again, I was disappointed when
the Soviets declined to consider such deep cuts, and
refused as wen to concentrate on these most dangerous
destabilizing weapons.
16. Despite the rebuffs, the United States has not aban
doned and will not abandon the search for meaningful
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arms control agreements. Last June, I proposed a new
approach toward the START negotiations. We did not
alter our objective of substantial reductions, but we recog
nized that there are a variety of ways to achieve this end.
During the last round of Geneva talks, we presented a
draft treaty which responded to a number of concerns
raised by the Soviet Union. We will continue to build
upon this initiative.
17. Similarly, in our negotiations on intermediate-range
nuclear forces, when the Soviet leaders adamantly refused
to consider the total elimination of these weapons, the
United States made a new offer. We prop-osed, as an in
terim solution, some equal number on both sides between
cne and 572. We recommended the lowest possible level.
Once again, the Soviets refused an equitable solution and
proposed instead what might be called a "half zero
option."-zero for us, and many hundreds of warheads
for them. That is where things stand today, but I still have
not given up hope that the Soviet Union will enter into
seri6fts negotiations.
18. We are determined tc spare no effort to achieve a
sound, equitable and verifiable agreement. For this rea
son, I have given new instructions to Mr. Nitze at Geneva,
telling him to put forward a package of steps designed
to advance the negotiations as rapidly as possible. These
initiatives build on the interim framework that the United
States advanced last March and address concerns that the
Soviets have raised at the bargaining table in the past.
19. Specifically, first, the United States proposes a new
initiative on global limits. If the Soviet Union agrees to
reductions and limits on a global basis, the United States
for its pa..'l1 will not offset the entire Soviet global mis
sile deployment through United States deployments in
Europe. We would, of course, retain the right to deploy
missiles elsewhere.
20. Second, the United States is prepared to be more
flexible on the content of the current talks. The United
States will consider mutually acceptable ways to address
the Soviet desire that an agreement should limit aircraft
as well as missiles,
21. Third, the United States \vill address the mix of
missiles that would result from reductions. In the con
text of reductions to equal levels, we are prepared to
reduce the number of Pershing II ballistic missiles as well
as ground-launched cruise missiles.
22. I have decided to put forward these important
initiatives after full and extensive consultations with our
allies, including personal correspondence that I have had
\\'ith the leaders of the Governments of the North Atlantic
Tr0r1ty Organization [NATO] and Japan and frequent
meetings of the NATO Special Consultative Group. I
have also stayed in close touch with other concerned
friends and allies. The door to an agreement is open. It
is time for the Soviet Union to walk through it.
23. I want to make an unequivocal pledge to those
gathered today in this world arena. The United States
seeks and will accept any equitable, verifiable agreement
that stabilizes forces at lower levels than currently exist.
We are ready to be flexible in our approach-indeed,
willing to compromise. We cannot, however, especially
in light of rece{l.t events, compr"mise on the necessity of
effective verification.
24. Reactions to the Korean airliner tragedy are a timely
reminder of just how different the Soviets' concept of
tnlth and international co-operation is from that of the
resr of ~h,e world. Evidence abounds that we cannot
simply assume that agreements negotiated with the Soviet
Union will be fulfilled. We negotiated the Helsinki Final
Act, I but the promised freedoms have not been provided

and those in the Soviet Union who sought to monitor their
fulfIlment languish in prison. We negotiated a biological
weapons convention, but deadly yellow rain and other
toxic agents fall on Hmong villages and Afghan encamp
ments. We have negotiated arms agreements, but the high
level of Soviet encoding hides the information needed for
their verification. A newly discovered radar facility and
a new inter-continental ballistic missile raise serious con
cerns about Soviet compliance with agreements already
negotiated.

25. Peace cannot be served by pseudo-control of arms.
We need reliable, reciprocal reductions. I call upon the
Soviet Union today to reduce the tensions it has heaped
on the world in the past few weeks and to show a firm
commitment to peace by coming to the bargaining table
with a new understanding of its obligations. I urge it to
match our flexibility. If the Soviets sit down at the
bargaining table seeking genuine arms reductions, there
will be arms reductions. The Governments of the West
and their peoples will not be diverted by misinformation
and threats. The time has come for the Soviet Union to
show proof that it wants arms control in reality, not just
in rhetoric.

26. Meaningful arms control agreements between the
United States and the Soviet Union would make our
world less dangerous; so would a number of confidence
building steps that we have already proposed to the Soviet
Union.

27. Arms control requires a spirit beyond narrow
national interests. This spirit is a basic pillar on which
the United Nations was founded. We seek a return to this
spirit. A fundamental step would be a true non-alignment
of the United Nations. This would signal a return to the
true values of the C.harter, including the principle of
universality. The Members of the United Nations must
be aligned on the side of justice, rather than injustice;
peace, rather than aggression; human dignity, rather than
subjugation. Any other alignment is beneath the purpose
of this great body and destructive of the harmony that
it seeks. What harms the Charter harms peace.

28. The founders of the United Nations expected that
Member nations would behave and vote as individuals,
after they had weighed the merits of an issue-rather like
a great, global town meeting. The emergence of blocs and
the polarization of the UIrited Nations undermine all that
the Organization initially valued.

29. We must remember that the Movement of Non
Aligned Countries was founded to counter the develop
ment of blocs and to promote detente between them. Its
founders spoke of the right of smaller countries not to
become involved in others' disagreements. Since then,
membership in the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries'

. has grown dramatically, but not all the new members
have shared the founders' commitment of genuine non
alignment. Indeed, client Governments of the Soviet
Union which have long since lost their independence have
flocked into the Movement and once inside have worked
against its true purpose. Pseudo non-alignment is no
better than pseudo-control of arms.

30. The United States rejects as false and misleading the
view of the world as divided between the empires of the
East and the West. We reject it on factual grounds. The
United States does not head any bloc of subservient
nations, nor do we desire to. What is called "the West"
is a frery: allianc~ of Governments. most of which are
demQCratic and all of which greatly value their inde
pendence. What is called "the East" is an empire directe:l
from the centre, which is Moscow.
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31. The United States today, as in the past, is a cham
pion of freedom and self-determination for all peoples.
We welcome diversity; we support the right of all nations
to defme and pursue their national goals. We respect their
decisions and their sovereignty, asking only that they
respect the decisions and sovereignty of others. Just look
at the world over the last 30 years and then decide for
yourselves whether the United States 01 the Soviet Union
has pursued an expansionist policy.

32. Today, the United States contributes to peace by
sUPPOlting collective efforts by the international com
munity. We give our unwavering support to the peace
keeping efforts of this body, as well as to other
multilateral peace-keeping efforts around the world. The
United Nations has a proud history of promoting con
ciliation and helping keep the peace. Today, United
Nations peace-keeping forces or observers are present in
Cyprus, Kashmir, on the Golan Heights and in Lebanon.

33. In addition to our encouragement of international
diplomacy, tile United States recognizes its responsibili
ties to use its own influence for peace. From the days
when Theodore Roosevelt mediated the Russo-Japanese
War in 1905 we have a long and honourable tradition of
mediating or dampening conflicts and promoting peace
ful solutions. In Lebanon, we, along with France, Italy
and the United Kingdom, have worked for a cease-fire,
for the withdrawal of all external forces, and for resto
ration of Lebanon's sovereignty and territorial integrity.
In Chad, we have joined others in supporting the recog
nized Government, in the face of external aggression. In
Central America, as in southern Africa, we are seeking
to discourage reliance upon force and to construct a
framework for peaceful negotiations. We support a policy
to disengage the major Powers from third-world conflict.

34. The Charter of the United Nations gives an impor
tant role to regional organizations in the search for peace.
The United States efforts in the cause of peace are only
one expression of a spirit that also animates others in the
world community. The Organization of American States
was a pioneer in regional security efforts. In Centra}
America, the members of the Contadora Group are striv
ing to lay a foundation for peaceful resolution of that
region's problems. In East Asia, countries of the Asso
ciation of South-East Asian Nations [ ASEAN] have built
a framework for peaceful political and economic co-op
eration that has greatly strengthened the prospects for
lasting peace in their region. In Africa, .organizations such·
as the Economic Community of West African States are
being forged to provide practical structures in the strug
gle to realize Africa's potential.

35. From the beginning, our hope for the United
Nations has been that it wouid reflect the international
community at its best. The United Nations at its best can
help us transcend fear and violence and can act as an
enormous force for peace and prosperity. Working
together, we can combat international lawlessness and
promote human dignity.

36. If the Governments represented in this chamber
want peace as genuinely as their peoples do, we shell find
it. We can do so by reasserting the moral authority of
the United Nations.

37. In recent weeks, the moral outrage of the world
seems to have reawakened. Out of the billions of people
who inhabit this planet, why, some might ask, should
the death of several hundred shak~ the world so pro
foundly? Why should the death ofa mother flying toward
a reunion with her family or the death of a scholar head
ing toward new pursuits of knowledge matter so deeply?

Why are nations which lost no citizens in the tragedy
so angry?
38. The reason rests on our assumptions about civilized
life and the search for peace. The confidence that allows
a mother or a scholar to travel to Asia or Africa or
Europe or anywhere else on this planet may be only a
small victory in humanity's struggle for peace. Yet what
is peace if not the sum of such small victories?
39. Each stride for peace and every small victory are
important for the journey towards a larger and lasting
peace. We have made progress. We have avoided another
world war. We have seen an end to the traditional colonial
era and the birth of 100 newly sovereign nations. Even
though development remains a formidable challenge, we
have witnessed remarkable economic growth amoilg the
industrialized and the developing nations. The United
Nations and its affiliates have made important contribu
tions to the quality of life on this planet, such as directly
saving countless lives through its refugee and emergency
relief programmes. These broad achievements, however,
have been overshadowed by the problems that weigh so
heavily upon us. The problems are old, but it is not too
late to COIi.unit ourselves to a new beginning, a beginning
fresh with the ideals of the Charter.
40. Today, at the beginning of this thirty-eighth session,
I solemnly pledge my nation to upholding the original
ideals of the United Nations. Our goals are those that
guide this very body. Our ends are the same as those of
the founders of the United Nations, who sought to replace
a world at war with one where the rule of law would
prevail, where human rights were honoured, where devel
opment would blossom, where conflict would give way
to freedom from violence.
41. In 1956 President Dwight Eisenhower made an
observation on weaponr: and aeterrence in a letter to a
publisher. He wrote:

"When we get to the point, as we one day will, that
both sides know that in any outbreak of general hos
tilities, regardless of the element of surprise, destruc
tion will be both reciprocal and complete, possibly we
will have sense enough to meet at the conference table
with the understanding that the era of armaments has
ended and the human race must conform its actions
to this truth or die."

He wen.t on to' say,
". . . we have already come to the point where safety
cannot be assulI'~dby arms alone . . . their usefulness
becomes concentrated more and more in their charac
teristics as deterrents than in instruments with which
to obtain victory . . .".

42. As we persevere in the search for a more secure
.world we must do everything we can to let diplomacy
triumph. Diplomacy, the most honourable of professions,
can bring the most blessed of gifts, the gift of peace. If
we succeed, the world will fmd ali excitement and accom
plishment in peace beyond that which could ever be
imagined through violence and war.
43. I want to leave you today with a message I have
often spoken about to the citizens of my own country,
especially in times when I have felt they were discouraged
and nnsure. I say it to you with as much hope and heart
as I have said it to my own people. You have the right
to dream great dreams. You have the right to seek a bet
ter world for your people. All of us have the responsibil
ity to work for that better world and, as caring peaceful
peoples, think what a powerful force for good we could
be. Let us regain the dream the United Nations once
dreamed.
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44. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish):
On behalf of the General Assembly I wish to thank the
President of the United States of America for the impor
tant statement he has just made.
45. I should like to remind representatives that, in
aet=ordance with the decision taken by the General Assem
bly at its 3rd plenary meeting, the list of speakers in the
general debate will be closed on Wednesday, 28 Sep
tember, at 6 p.m.
46. Mr. GUERREIRO (Brazil):· It is with great plea
sure, Sir, that I congratulate you on your election as
President of the thirty-eighth session of the General
Assembly. This choice does justice to the services you
have rendered to the United Nations. I am certain that
thanks to your professional and personal qualities our
work will ~~ conducted in a most able and competent
manner.
47. At the same time, I wish to express my Govern
ment's recogn1tion of the solid and productive work dO:"1e
by your predecessor, Mr. Imre Hollai, in presiding over
the thlrty-seventh session.
48. I greet you as a representative of a Latin American
nation in the year in which we commemorate the bicen
tennial of Sim6n Bolivar. It is both just and gratifying
for us to pay homage to the Liberator, whose ideals
should be recalled at this moment when Latin America
must give renewed proof of its historic commit:nent to
peace and to the causes of concord, progress and dia
logue. In this context, allow me to stress the important
contributions made by your country, Panama, at the
intemationallevel.
49. I wish also to congratulate Saint Christopher and
Nevis on its admission to membership in the United
Nations. We extend our best wishes to the new Member
State for a future of peace and prosperity.
50. The general debate traditionally gives us the task
of presenting an assessment of the international situation,
and this makes it essential for us to reflect upon what
is today an unprecedented state of crisis.
51. At the last sess?on the unparalleled seriollsness of
the international situation brought, for the fIrst time,
a head of State of my country to the Genera! Assembly
[5th meeting]. On that occasion, President Joao Figuei
redo gave a much-needed warning about the risks and
dangers that threaten the very existence of international
society.
52. In the face of a situation that evoked dark memories
of the crisis of the 1930s, the head of the Brazilian Gov
ernment made a vehement appeal that we once again
combine our efforts in the task of building peace ?,.nd
making a fresh start on international co-operation ft.
development. I am certain that President Figueiredo
expressed hopes and concerns shared by the vast majority
of peoples aild nations.
53. In the past 12 months, however, our reserves of faith
and confIdence have been harshly tested. In his irrst
report to the AssemblY,2 the Secretary-General warned
that we were C'perilously near to a new international
anarchy". Despite the seriousness of these words, little
has been done to relieve the extraordinary tensions that
affect us all at both the political and the economic level.
54. The fact of the matter is that tensions are growing,
trade and the economy languish in a cycle of depression,
and the recovery of some coincides with worsening diffi
culties for others. Misery and disorder prevail; the nuclear

*Mr. Guerreiro spoke in Portuguese. The Englisb~ersion of his
statement was supplied by the delegation.

arms race prospers; and the powerful seem reluctant to
seek moderation and dialogue.
55. The thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly
is being held under the negative sign of an organic and
lasting crisis that demands structural solutions. It should
be recalled that the word "crisis" comes from a Sanskrit
root that also means "to clean", "to untangle", "to
purify" . At its very roots, then, crisis is an invitation to
purification and renewal. It behoves us all to reach deci
sions that will lead to evolution without rupture, to
change within a context of order. International order is
based upon an adequate understanding of the different
needs of each nation, and the achievement of such an
understanding is precisely the role of the United Nations
as an institution dedicated to the democratic and egali
tarian coexistence of States.
56. While calling to mind the obvious imperfections of
the international order, Brazil is not departing from its
traditional policy of moderation and balance, inspired
by the pluralistic background of its national society.
Brazil is both a Western and a third-world country, with
a foreign policy that reflects internationally the invalu
able wealth cf our historical experience. As inhf"ritors of
different cultures, we have a natural and deep-rooted
respect for diversity-an indispensable condition for
harmony.
57. In the political sphere, many years have elapsed
without a single truly significant multilateral success"
without a single solution to any important question: tI: ~

Middle East, Central America, southern Africa, South
East Asia, Afghanistan, the Malvinas, strategic and
medium-range nuclear missles-the list is long.
58. When positions of strength, such as that of the
Soviet Union in Afghanistan, seem to become consoli
dated instead of giving way to justice and reason, it is
the international system as a whole that deteriorates.
Likewise, the incident that led to the tlestruction of a
South Korean commercial airliner by Soviet aircraft, with
the unpardonable loss of innocent lives, is a cause ofacute
concern and condemnation. The principle of rejection of
the use of force-one of the essential foundations of the
Organization-admits of no devious application in any
areas of tension.
59. With respect to the problems affecting Central
America, the Brazilian position is clear and known to
all. The basic principles of self-determination and non
interference in the affairs of each country must be applied
in this context. We favour a diplomatic and negotiated
handling of the tensions so that a climate of understand
ing may be createds in lieu of confrontation and ideo
logical polarization, and so that the process of trans
ferring global tensions to that area may come to an end.
60. We have confIdence in the spirit of responsibility
and independence of the Central American countries. We
have confIdence in democracy and pluralism, not only
as a system of internal coexistence but also as a norm
of coexistence of countri~. We hope that in Central
America no natiOil will become, nolens volens, a satel
lite or an instrument of any other.
61. However, we should not restrict ourselves to the
current aspects of the Central American crisis. The real
problems will not Le solved until the basic structural
defIciencies-decades or even centuries of unending frus
tration and blatant internal and external imbalances-':'
have been overcome. We believe that a serious and con
centrated .effort of international co-operation must be
undeI't;lken, particularly in socio-economic terms, with
the ~m·of effectively eradicating the chronic problems
that beset Central America.


